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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
The Michigan Association of CPAs is proud to celebrate our 120th anniversary in 2021.
Established, first and foremost, to support the certified public accountants practicing in
the state of Michigan, education has long since been a pillar of our mission.
The accounting industry has significantly evolved over the years and so have the needs
of all of you, our members, with advancements in technology and events like the COVID-19
pandemic increasing the rate of change. As a result, individuals have had to become
ever more flexible. Adaptability is now the most essential tool for absorbing information,
preparing for what’s next and adding to our skill sets as we rise to meet new challenges in
our professional environments.
Just as the needs of the accounting industry and all of you have changed these last 120
years, so have our services. For perspective, 1901 was the year Walt Disney was born, it
saw the very first stock market crash and the modern compact vacuum cleaner was
invented. Looking at how far we’ve come is encouraging and grounding, but our eyes
are also on the issues of today and tomorrow. Keeping up with industry trends in training
and development including emotional intelligence, as well as technical skills in risk
management, tax, and capital budgeting.
We’re always on a learning journey and if we can assist you with yours, please, reach out
to us. We are dedicated to serving you, the CPA profession, and the public you serve for
years to come.

All the best,

Bob Doyle
President & CEO
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LEARNING,
YOUR WAY
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CPE REMINDER FOR LICENSED
MICHIGAN CPAs
CPAs need to earn 40 hours of CPE each continuing
education period (July 1 – June 30) of every year
including a minimum of 8 hours of A&A and 2 Ethics
hours. One of the 4 Ethics hours required every 2-year
reporting period must be state-specific.
Licensees must submit their CPE hours and renew their
license by July 31 every other year (the second year of
your reporting period). You can see whether you are in
year one or two of your reporting period by logging in to
your MICPA CPE Tracker.

Seminars .................................................................19
CPEconomy Event for Industry–
Live AM/PM Webcasts ..................................... 22
Self-Study ..............................................................23
Nano Learning .....................................................24
Michigan Specific Ethics
Webinar/Self-Study .......................................... 25

Not only is MICPA CPE guaranteed to be accepted by
the State for hassle-free renewal but it’s automatically
added to your Tracker, making it easy to report and
renew your license, manage carryover and report your
CPE electronically.

A VIRTUAL LEARNING REMINDER
The self-study cap has not been lifted by the
Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs for the
earning period that began on July 1, 2020. Webinars,
which are taken virtually, are considered group live
study and will not count toward your self-study hours.
Questions on virtual learning? Give us a call at
248.267.3700.

SAVE $$ BY
REGISTERING
EARLY!
Secure the best price on
select MICPA events by
registering early (more than
4 weeks out). Prices will
increase as the event date
approaches.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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2021
OFF WITH A WIN!

The uncertainty and disruption of 2020 have
us welcoming in the new year with open arms.
Authentic, empathic leadership qualities and
increased personal agility will be important skills
to hone in 2021 as you continue to manage a
remote workforce, drive productivity and adapt
to the changing landscape. Prepare to lead your
team through the economic recovery effort with
this season’s course offerings.

Register for your chance to win!
One lucky winner will receive a $500
VISA gift card and five runners up
will receive a $100 VISA gift card.
To Enter:
Register by March 12, 2021 for any MICPA
courses taking place from February
to April.
1 credit hour = 1 entry (i.e. if you attend an 8-hour
program, that’s 8 entries!). Entrants must also
attend the course to remain eligible. Winners will
be selected the week of May 3, 2021 and notified
by May 10, 2021.
View full contest rules.
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JOIN US IN CELEBRATING YOU
(OUR MEMBERS!) AND OUR 120TH
ANNIVERSARY THROUGHOUT 2021.

WE'RE DEDICATED TO SERVING
YOU, THE CPA PROFESSION AND
THE PUBLIC YOU SERVE FOR
YEARS TO COME.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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emotional
intelligence
LEADS EMERGING
SUCCESS SKILLS IN 2021
Last year, the business world underwent
drastic and unexpected change which
saw many organizations embracing
remote operations for the very first time
by necessity. The rapidity with which
businesses were forced to respond
led to several revelations, key among
them being a need for empathy among
organizational leaders.
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According to Nasdaq, prior to the pandemic a survey revealed that only 20% of 1,700 business
leader respondents viewed emotional intelligence (EI) as an important skill. After lockdowns,
however, EI ranked as particularly important moving forward by 69% of respondents1.
So, what changed? To put it simply, everything.
As companies began transitioning their
operations, it soon became apparent that
not only had the place of work changed
but that, for many, work was no longer the
most important focus among employees
between nine and five. Being home meant
supporting young children and/or working
around a spouse or partner
for others. It meant worrying
about becoming ill, about
sick relatives, feeling isolated
under stay-at-home orders
and fretting over toilet paper
shortages, of all things.

with higher EI are able to more easily identify
those in need and offer them assistance
without coming off as threatening3 .
According to Fast Company, employees are
400% more likely to stay with a company if
their leaders have high EI. Further, 90% of high
performers have high EI4 . The implications
suggest that companies will
be placing a higher emphasis
on EI in the future to drive
productivity, collaboration and
reduce turnover. Already, EI
has begun working its way into
continuous training for many
organizations which is why this
soft skill is something the MICPA
recognizes as a valuable inclusion
in this season’s course guide.

Employees are
400% more likely
to stay with a
company if their
leaders have
high EI

Takeaways from this shift
included the need for better
communication, flexibility and
greater focus on engagement.
Success or failure in mastering
these points depends heavily
on one’s ability to recognize
and respond accordingly to
one’s own emotions and the
emotions of those around them. According
to Inc., assertive communication, active
listening, learning to respond instead of
reacting, maintaining a positive attitude,
learning to be self-motivated, learning how
to take critique and empathizing with others
are some ways to improve one’s EI2 .
It may seem this would be less necessary
from a remote perspective, but Forbes
reports the opposite is true. When employee
interactions are limited to calls, emails
and video conferences, recognizing when
someone needs assistance is more difficult
and more crucial. Leaders and colleagues

HONE YOUR MIND’S EI WITH:
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE:
THE CRITICAL FACTOR IN
SUCCESS

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE:
WHAT MAKES GREAT LEADERS GREAT?

1. Johnson, Kieron. “Corporate Leadership 2.0: Is Emotional
Intelligence the New IQ?” Nasdaq. 19 Nov. 2020. Accessed
on 2 Dec. 2020.
2. Golhar, Abhi. “10 Ways to Increase your Emotional
Intelligence.” Inc. 21 Sept. 2018. Accessed on 2 Dec. 2020.
3. Milet, Josh. “Why Emotional Intelligence is Vital For Remote
Workers.” Forbes. 30 Sept. 2020. Accessed on 2 Dec. 2020.
4. Cumello, Joe. “How to Hire for Emotional Intelligence – a
Practical Guide in the Age of COVID-19.” Fast Company. 30
Nov. 2020. Accessed on 2 Dec. 2020.
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ON BEHALF OF YOUR ASSOCIATION

ON PASSING THE CPA EXAM.

WELCOME TO THE PROFESSION!
Comfort Akuh
Amanda Alvarado
Deomar Jason
Amolong Hanson
Gideon Apaflo
Paige Aresco
Allen Belen
Alana Best
Brandon Bloomer
Angela Bonacci
Benjamin Brouwer
Julie Brown
Chas Bruske
Nadette Bullington
Brendan Burley
Veronica Bush
Todd Candelaria
Ying Cao
Nicholas Castanon
Sarah Cernok
Jason Chang
Samer Charaf
Lin Chen
Zheshi Chen
Steven Cheung
Chi Keong Chou
Thomas Clemens
Christine Colasanti
Edward Cosma
Christine Cox
Sarah Creamer
Mark Czapski
Chantel Derks
Neelu Deva
Sicen Dong
Kaitlin Drago
Jonathon Drury
Tyler Dunifin
Allen Ewert
Benjamin Feliczak
Charles Felton
Zhen Feng
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Paul Fritzell
James Fulghum
Ge Gao
Alaina Gargano
Pu Geng
Alexandra Gibson
Cody Goldsworthy
Mauricio Gonzalez
Ronald Gothelf
Jill Grung
Hayden Guild
Jing Guo
Gabriel Guzman
Thomas Hamilton
Joo Young Han
Seth Hanenburg
Eric Harding
Huanlan He
John Heffron
Jie Henry
Heather Hepner
Cassandra Herrmann
Richard Hollowood
Jeffrey Huang
Brian Hubbard
Spencer Iobe
Adam Jackson
Myra Jahangir
Chelsea Janice
Rachel Jankowiak
Stephen Jarrell
Jose Jimenez
Shuai Jin
Timothy Judge
Kimberly Kadomoto
John Kanan
Angela Karkoski
Justin Keller
Katelyn Kelly
Andrew Koning
Kevin Kurkie
Taylor Labarge

Sara Lademan
Glenroy Laing Jr
Terry Lee
Kyle Lemanski
Derek Li
Zeyi Li
Chao Lin
Yang Liu
Erin Loch
Abigail Long
Ethan Lossing
Alexandra Lowes
Ye Lu
Jie Luo
Xinqu Luo
Xiaofang Lv
Kristin Mabe
Yikai Mai
Tadeusz Makosz
Nicholas Manica
Nicholas Marsteller
Alyssa Maselli
Jerin Mathew
Rebecca Mayleben
Alexander Mellerowicz
Matthew Meulenberg
Stacie Michaud
Trevor Miedema
Jorgaq Mjeshtri
Lindsay Moore
Rocco Muzio
Arwa Naalwala
Sabahat Naseer
Shan Nemeth
Stephen Ng
Hoang Nguyen
Adam Nichols
Fernando Nieto Carvajal
Myra Ocasio
Nathan Olberding
Jack O’Rilley
Lisa Orloff

Jennifer Padula
Brian Palmeri
Angelo Papale
David Pappas
Aakash Patel
Sarah Pedersen
Haixin Peng
Tyler Pinter
Sai Potukuchi
Ang Qin
Lulu Qu
Sara Reichling
Patricia Reinis
Nicholas Roukounakis
Drew Rozman
Alexander Salgat
Paula Schneider
Homil Shah
Tanner Sherman
Ryan Shock
Anna Sieffert
Justin Skiver
Christina Smith
Kenneth Solecki
Christine Soloski
Dominic Sovran
Rachael Starrs
Thomas Steiner
Bofan Sun
Brian Sutton
Jesse Sworden
Jingying Tang
Sherman Taylor
Kirk Thivierge
Craig Thomas
Jared Towers
Alyssa Toye
Divya Udayashankar
Brigitte Vandeberg
Joseph Vanderstelt
Jeremie Vanoeveren
Michael Vantil

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge

David Walczyk
Lei Wan
Haijing Wang
Wanlu Wang
Kathryn Washington
Tyler Webb
Jenna Weed
Qiyue Wei
Ryan Weldon
Ziran Wen
Stephanie West
Bailey Wu
Xinye Wu
Lan Xia
Ruobi Xue
Chen Yang
Danni Yang
Yanyi Yang
Ziqian Yang
Can Yu
Cheng Yuan
Thomas Zandstra
Baijie Zhang
Wenjuan Zhang
Guiping Zhong
Manhua Zhu
Yijiang Zhu
Joseph Zywicki

Licenses granted from:
August 1, 2020 - October 31, 2020

Join the conversation
at connect.micpa.org

MICPA CONNECT
A NEW online community developed exclusively for MICPA
members to interact, ask questions and exchange ideas.
GET STARTED IN 3 EASY STEPS:

1

LOG IN
Use your MICPA username and password to gain access

2

CUSTOMIZE
Update your profile by adding your photo and bio

3

CONNECT
Ask or respond to questions, share resources, or just see what
others are talking about

Sometimes, your best resource is another MICPA member.
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Here for Michigan.
Now more than ever.

Confidence comes with every card.®

At Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, we’re committed to caring for Michigan and
everyone who calls it home. For our members, it’s a commitment to provide you
with the ability to see a doctor from your home, and the option to speak to a nurse
anytime you need them. Now more than ever, we will stand behind the care you need.
Like we’ve done for 81 years. Find out more info at committedtomichigan.com.
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RISK MANAGEMENT IN A
POST-COVID WORLD
John L. Daly, MBA, CPA, CMA, CPIM
Executive Education, Inc.
Member since 1980
linkedin.com/in/john-l-daly-a4605b1

I first heard the term “new normal” long before the COVID crisis. During 1999’s dot-com
bubble, some people said the old economic rules no longer applied and future revenues
now mattered more than profits in evaluating a company’s worth. Later, many dot-coms
ran out of investors willing to wait for profits and died from lack of cash.
Today, I’ve heard that many practices will change because of this crisis. I think we will see some
permanent changes; not because the best practices changed, but because more people will pay
attention to what experts have said all along.
For example, many organizations have historically performed scenario analysis during their
budgeting process; often running what they called “best case” and “worst case” situations using 10%
or 20% higher or lower sales. Obviously, these ranges weren’t wide enough to plan for 2020 and this
isn’t how we are supposed to do risk analysis.
COSO’s risk management standard describes a process where each management team evaluates
potential threats to the organization’s business plan. A common risk management question is, “What
could halt your operations for a period of days, weeks or months?”
If your organization needs some help in envisioning potential risks, the World Economic Forum
(WEF) publishes an annual Global Risk Report that will stimulate your thinking. Prior to COVID, WEF
members estimated the chance of an epidemic that would kill 200,000 to 1,000,000 people
worldwide was 1-2% in 2020. My own analysis is higher; showing an 8% chance
such an epidemic would start in any given year.
To better understand risk management and how to employ
it in your organization join the MICPA for these
opportunities this season.

n

The CFO Series

n

Risk Management 		
webinars

n

Risk Management 		
Self-Study options

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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FINANCIAL LEADERSHIP
HAS CHANGED – HAVE YOU?
THE VIRTUAL CFO SERIES
PREPARING TODAY’S AND TOMORROW’S LEADERS
FOR WHAT’S NEXT
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STAKEHOLDERS, ORGANIZATIONS, EMPLOYEES… PEOPLE NEED
YOUR EXPERTISE AND GUIDANCE MORE THAN EVER. AND AS THE
REGULATIONS, RULES AND INPUTS CONTINUE TO CHANGE, HOW
HAVE YOU BEEN ADAPTING AND PREPARING?
TEST OUT A SESSION OR TAKE ALL 5 IN THE SERIES AND COMPLETE
YOUR YEARLY CPE EARNING REQUIREMENT WHILE SAVING $100!
SELECT FROM TWO FORMATS:
Full Day OR 2 Consecutive Morning Sessions
Numbers rule the world, but they can’t sell stakeholders on your
story. Become the ultimate duo: numbers person and master
communicator.
If credibility drives management success and actionable ideas and
an effective message serve as catalysts for change, discover how to
combine them: credibility, action & message.
Navigate and prepare for the federal tax impacts facing your
organization from the IRS’s many classifications for employees and
independent contractors to COVID-19 losses and the taxation of
capital assets.
Unlock the secrets to having tough conversations with stakeholders
and work smarter, both personally and professionally, with emotional
intelligence.
Optimize working capital and adapt to the market with an integrated
capital budgeting approach that will impact your bottom line while
learning to fully utilize the power of your internal audit team.

Learn more & register today.
Presented by:
Executive Education Inc. and
The Knowledge Institute

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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MICPA WEBINARS
Visit micpa.org/webinars to search and register!
The MICPA offers thousands of webinars day and night, Monday through Saturday.
Preview trending topics below or view a full listing online.
n
n

Interact with instructors real-time
Convenient and cost-effective

PREVIEW THESE TRENDING TOPICS!
Looking for something else? Visit micpa.org/webinars to check out our all our offerings.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
& CORPORATE LEADERSHIP

FRAUD PREVENTION &
INTERNAL CONTROLS

LEADERSHIP & CHANGE
MANAGEMENT SKILLS

CYBERSECURITY

VIRTUAL LEARNING REMINDER
The self-study cap has not been lifted by the Department of Licensing and Regulatory
Affairs for the earning period that began on July 1, 2020. Webinars, which are taken
virtually, are considered group live study and will not count toward your self-study hours.
Questions on virtual learning? Give us a call at 248.267.3700.
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EXCEL
TRAINING

ETHICS

TECHNOLOGY

NONPROFIT ISSUES

EVENING
WEBINARS

WEEKEND
WEBINARS

WEBINAR PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THESE TOP PARTNERS:

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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You worked hard to earn your CPA certificate, make sure
you’re taking the proper steps to use the designation!
Michigan has a unique two-tiered system that
allows an individual to obtain either licensure
or registration. A registered CPA does not have
any continuous education requirements. It’s a
very simple process to enter into registered
status, in which, an individual can hold themselves
out as a CPA (email signature, business card,
various other written instruments) but cannot
practice public accounting.
Whether you work in public accounting, education
or industry your license is regulated at the state level
and the MICPA is here to protect it now and into the future.

Fill out this form and apply for re-registration.
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Earn one year’s worth of CPE in the 12 months
preceding application for relicensure.
Submit this form and proof of completion of CPE
to The Department of Licensing and Regulatory
Affairs to apply for relicensure.
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CAN

Visit our MICPA Licensure page and become
an active advocate for the profession
by learning more here.
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THE MANAGERIAL
REALITIES OF
REMOTE TEAMS
Prior to COVID-19, the office environment was viewed as the only verifiable way to ensure effective
collaboration, accessibility and project management. Now, according to the World Economic Forum,
more than a third (34.4%) of the workforce in 2021 is anticipated to be comprised of permanent remote
workers as a direct result of the pandemic and positive productivity trends1.
Even for those companies planning to resume in-person operations as the norm, lessons from COVID-19 demand all
companies have the tools required to facilitate remote operations if necessary. This means making sure that company
culture and management techniques fit both models of work. That transition, for many, is still on-going.
“I’m still in the office,” MICPA member, Angela Barr, CPA, CFO at Ulliance, Inc., says of her daily operations. “There’s still
mail to get, still things to send, still things to do in the office.”
Though her team is located primarily on-site, Barr is well acquainted with the
struggles associated with remote transitioning. “Not everyone had laptops… we
had to be resourceful, to have some people use their own PCs and remote in
and [thinking] how do we give them those technical instructions to get them up
and running?”
For Barr, flexibility was key to facilitating a continuation of productivity. “But
that really meant we needed to ratchet down some of the projects we were
working on. We put it aside because it was all about let’s just get the day to day
activities done.”
Instead, the focus was making sure people felt supported and valued which,
Barr says, made all the difference. “Some people are more social than others,
they want to share what’s going on in their life; they like that water cooler chat…
It’s definitely something that people have to work at and if you don’t make it a
priority, it will slip by the wayside.”
While communication and technology are major concerns, maintaining work/
life boundaries poses unique challenges to leaders. Flexjobs reports a recent
survey which revealed 73% of workers, post pandemic, are feeling burnt out 2.
“Everyone’s calendars, including my own, has just literally exploded with how
many things that we’re involved in… I think we’ve all been understanding, for the
most part,” Barr concurs, “but if I didn’t respond quick enough to an email, then
I get a phone call.”
Barr’s experience rings true for most and it is with this in mind that the MICPA
curated the courses in this guide to focus on the skills necessary to meet the
challenges of a post-pandemic business world.

73

%

A RECENT SURVEY
REVEALED 73%
OF WORKERS,
POST PANDEMIC,
ARE FEELING
BURNT OUT 2.
– Flexjobs

Challenge yourself and your team to grow your remote work and
communication skill sets with these options:

Remote Work Courses.

1. Chavez-Dreyfuss, Gertrude. “The Number of Permanent Remote Workers
is Set to Double in 2021.” The World Economic Forum. 23 Oct. 2020.
Accessed on 21 Nov. 2020.
2. Howington, Jessica. “Attaining Work-Life Balance and Productivity When
You Work From Home.” Flexjobs. 9 July 2020. Accessed on 21 Nov. 2020.
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CASH FLOW
FORECASTING
IN TODAY’S
TURBULENT WORLD
By Don Minges

The Knowledge Institute, LLC

Every business goes bankrupt the same way – they run out of cash.
Many finance leaders prepare one forecast, and that report is
worthless within days. The Great Recession and COVID pandemic
taught us how flawed the one scenario approach is. How many 2020
budgets reflect reality? The best cash managers forecast multiple
scenarios. To fulfill your duty as a financial steward you must prepare
multiple scenarios and today’s tools make that process manageable.

FLEXIBILITY

Flexible models account for changes in volume - related revenue(s) and
cost(s) will change appropriately. Revenue is the result of the volume, or
number, of: orders placed, sales calls made, units delivered, customer
renewals, hours billed, etc. What happens if volume increases by 11.34%?
You must model the sensitivity to changes so you can properly plan.
Only some changes in the cash forecast have a linear impact, many are
not proportional. Some costs are variable, some are variable within a
range or step-variable, others are seasonal, and others are somewhat
fixed. The best forecasters employ at least three forecasts every month,
forecasting for at least thirteen (13) weeks.

SCENARIOS!

Building flexibility into cash models is best: including pivot tables,
numerous scenarios, Business Intelligence and other software tools.
What are the controllable and exogenous factors that drive cash
for your business: at the current size, in your industry and with your
strategy? Model the sensitivities, dependencies, and interconnections.
Rolling forecasts perform better, but they require constant
maintenance. Track key cash metrics that matter the most, e.g., cash
conversion cycle. Has it changed over time?

CONCLUSION

Make your forecast more useful by making it variable, driven by critical
success factors for your business, and making it a rolling forecast.
Understanding cash is understanding the lifeblood of the business.
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Don Minges, MBA
don@TheKnowledgeInstitute.com
linkedin.com/in/donminges
Don is the principal at The
Knowledge Institute, LLC,
www.TheKnowledgeInstitute.com.

Look beyond the
turbulence with skills from
MICPA learning including:
• Cash Management
Techniques, Systems &
Solutions: Make Your 		
Money Work Harder. 		
• The CFO Series.
• Risk, Cost, and Cash
Management for
Controllers and Financial
Managers.		

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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SEMINARS

Choose from this season’s trending topics
and categories including:

CFO SERIES

As challenges continue on every front, CFOs and financial teams are
leveling up. Strategize with your peers on the hard and soft skills needed
to lead.

ACCOUNTING, AUDITING AND ASSURANCE

Find tools to manage cash flow, detect fraud, and remain current with
regulations.

ETHICS

In times of crises, hard choices need to be made and ethical dilemmas
can arise. Ensure you’re prepared.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND CORPORATE LEADERSHIP
Become a solutions generator for your office and team.

TAX

Equip yourself to tackle business and property tax issues, changes and
updates.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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Companies told
us the finance
skills they need.
And we listened.
The CGMA® Finance Leadership
Program — build the skills critical
for survival.
Finance professionals designed the
CGMA Finance Leadership Program to
help develop the essential skills for a
changing business environment. This
online and personalized learning program
will enable your finance team to harness
the digital world and become better

Get started now at cgma.org/future.

© 2019 Association of International Certified Professional Accountants. All rights reserved. CGMA and Chartered Global Management
Accountant are trademarks of the Association of International Certified Professional Accountants and are registered in the United States and other
countries. The Globe Design is a trademark owned by the Association of International Certified Professional Accountants. 1909-37653
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AN EXCLUSIVE VIRTUAL
CPECONOMY EVENT FOR INDUSTRY
THURSDAY // MARCH 25, 2021
TOPICS INCLUDE:
n  Answers to COVID-19 workplace and
employment questions
n  Moving forward with diversity, equity and
inclusion in 2021
n  The state of financing, mergers and
acquisitions
n  And so much more

REGISTER EARLY AND SAVE!
OPTIONAL EARLY BIRD MICHIGAN
SPECIFIC ETHICS 2019-21 EDITION
THE IMPACTS OF STATE STATUTE &
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES ON YOUR CPA LICENSE

($39 members / $59 non-members)

Quick Response

Quick Restore

Quick Relief

When ID theft happens, IDTheft Assist will fix it for you.
IDTheft Assist has highly trained and qualified advocates ready
to do all the work it takes to put your life back on track.

Exclusive discount available to MICPA members at micpa.org/micpaplus.
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MICPA SELF-STUDY
CPE on your schedule. Anywhere. Anytime.

Browse this preview that highlights a small selection of our self-study programs available. For a full list
of offerings visit micpa.org/selfstudy.
Please note: Licensees may only earn up to 50 percent of their annual requirement through self-study
programs.
TITLE

HOURS

COURSE CODE

FEES

1 OT

114149

$35/$45

2.2 OT

110113

$79/$109

Bitcoin, Blockchain and Smart Contracts

1 OT

114326

$47/$57

Business Benefits of Sustainability

1 OT

114150

$35/$45

Business Process Improvement

1 OT

115167

$35/$45

1 AA &
1 OT

109180

$49/$69

Creativity & Innovation

1 OT

114152

$35/$45

Effective Change Management

1 OT

114153

$35/$45

Emotional Intelligence

1 OT

114154

$35/$45

Essence of Entrepreneurship

1 OT

114155

$35/$45

Excellent Customer Service

1 OT

114158

$35/$45

Faster Disaster Recovery

1 OT

114161

$35/$45

Good Governance

1 ET

114164

$35/$45

I Spy with My Little Eye...an Illegality

1 ET

109073

$39/$59

Insightful Financial Analysis

1 AA

114165

$35/$45

Key COSO Concepts: Managing Risk to Achieve Your
Business Objectives

4 AA

109182

$89/$139

Latest in Leadership

1 OT

114177

$35/$45

Recession Preparedness for Businesses

1 OT

96994

$39/$59

Talent Apocalypse – How to Help Clients Win the War for Talent

1 OT

98984

$39/$59

Best Practices for Better Budgeting and Planning
Beyond P&L: The Elements Driving the Value of Your Business

Controllership Skills Update: Risk Management

Self-Study Programs are available from these top partners:
GFCPA
LEARNING

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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NANO LEARNING
Brand-new, bite-sized segments
packed with timely material
built to help you complete
your eductional puzzle.
Click to view our
full list of offerings.

TITLE

HOURS

COURSE
CODE

FEES

Ethics in the Real World: How to Create an Ethical Organization, Part 1

.2 ET

94360

$5.95/$10.95

Ethics in the Real World: How to Create an Ethical Organization, Part 2

.2 ET

94361

$5.95/$10.95

Ethics in the Real World: Principles vs. Rules Based Ethics

.2 ET

94362

$5.95/$10.95

Ethics in the Real World: The Importance of Business Ethics

.2 ET

94363

$5.95/$10.95

Ethics in the Real World: The Organizational Alignment Model

.2 ET

94364

$5.95/$10.95

Making Reporting Really Count: The Fundamentals Still Make Sense

.2 OT

101278

$5.95/$10.95

Managing Change

.2 OT

101279

$5.95/$10.95

Mentoring/Coaching Role of the Controller/CFO

.2 OT

101280

$5.95/$10.95

Negotiation

.2 OT

101281

$5.95/$10.95

Why Do Businesses Fail?

.2 OT

101287

$5.95/$10.95

Please note: Licensees may only earn up to 50 percent of their annual requirement through
self-study programs.

Nano Learning Programs are available in partnership with:
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19 - 202
20

1

MICHIGAN
SPECIFIC ETHICS
THE IMPACTS OF STATE STATUTE &
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES ON YOUR CPA LICENSE

|

ED

ITION

UPDATED COURSE
AVAILABLE

ATTENTION:
Licensed Michigan CPAs are
required to earn two hours
of ethics annually totaling
four hours every two years.
One of the four hours must
be Michigan Specific Ethics
2019-21 Edition.
To learn more about
Michigan Specific
Ethics and the licensure
requirement click here.

AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF OPTIONS:

WEBINAR

SELF-STUDY

Recommended CPE Credit:
1 hour of
Michigan Specific Ethics

Recommended CPE Credit:
1 hour of
Michigan Specific Ethics

Fee: $39 Member /
$59 Non-Member

Fee: $30 Member /
$41 Non-Member

SELF-STUDY OPTION:

After registering, you can
access this course by visiting
the My Registrations page
under the Learning section
at micpa.org. On the page,
click Visit Classroom to begin
the course. Once you pass
the course, your CPE credits
and CPE certificate will
automatically be added to
your MICPA CPE Tracker.

Course Code: 95955
Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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ROTH IRA
CONVERSION POWER:
Mega-Compounding
and Tax-Free
By Leon LaBrecque

Forbes Contributor and MICPA Board Member

By now, many have heard about Roth IRAs and how Roths allow tax-free growth. Often, we fail
to consider the huge opportunity to accumulate wealth by the combination of the lack of RMDs
and the long-term compounding opportunities presented by a Roth. Roth IRAs can allow tax-free
accumulations throughout the lifespan of a married couple and then ten years beyond that. The
elimination of tax friction and the massive time advantage is key to building longer-term wealth.

SIMPLE 2020 ROTH CONVERSION.
Let’s start with a simple example of Marsha and Tom. Marsha is a retired teacher; Tom is retired from a chemical company
and they have regular traditional rollover IRAs worth about $1,150,000. Marsha and Tom are both 72 and in decent health.
For 2020, Tom and Marsha chose not to take their Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) since the CARES Act suspended
the RMD requirement for 2020. They used the $45,000 they would have taken as an RMD to make a Roth conversion. Here’s
what could happen if at least one of them lived to age 90, they made 6.50%, and they left it to their kids:
ROTH IRA VS. TRADITIONAL IRA: COMPARISON 1
Leave it in
Traditional IRA

Age 72
Balance

Covert to Roth

$45,000

$45,000

$0

$5,400

Cumulative RMDs on $45K

$56,256

$0

Balance at age 90

$52,905

$139,799

$61,975

$262,426

$0

($24,567)

$211,628

$237,398

Tax on conversion (assume 12%
until 2025, 15% thereafter)

Dist. to heirs (after 24%
assumed rate)
Opportunity cost of taxes on
conversion
Opportunity cost of reinvesting
all RMDs v. Roth – opportunity
cost of tax bill

If our couple spent the RMDs generated
by the $45,000, they would have received
cumulative RMDs of $58,066 with a remaining
balance of $52,905 to leave their kids, versus
$139,799 in the Roth. The kids in turn would
have to pay taxes on the distribution of
that balance, which would net them $61,975
after 10 years, versus $262,426 in the Roth. Of
course, we need to account for the taxes on
the Roth conversion, so the opportunity cost
is this scenario is about $24,567. If we want to
make a more precise comparison, suppose
the couple and their kids scrupulously
invested every RMD from the traditional IRA,
they would have $211,628, versus the net value
of $237,856. It’s worth noting that the 		
life expectancy tables for RMD change in
2022, and we’ve incorporated that change
into our analysis. Now let’s move some dials.
Continued on next page.
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TIME MATTERS: CONVERT EARLIER.
The massive value of the Roth lies in the compounding value. Let’s suppose Joel
and Debbie converted $45,000 at age 62. What would happen then?
ROTH IRA VS. TRADITIONAL IRA: COMPARISON 2
Leave it in
Traditional IRA

Age 62
Amount converted
Tax on conversion (assume 12% until 2025,
15% thereafter)
Value at age 72
Cumulative RMDs on converted amount
Balance at age 90
Dist. to heirs (24% assumed rate)
Opportunity cost of taxes on conversion
Opportunity cost of reinvesting all RMDs v. Roth –
opportunity cost of tax bill

Covert to
Roth

$45,000

$45,000

$0

$5,400

$84,471

$84,471

$105,090

$0

$96,164

$262,423

$112,650

492,604

$0

($41,677)

$376,577

$450,927

A more dramatic difference. The one-time $45,000 Roth conversion by a 62-yearold couple who lives to 90 and leaves it to children for an additional 10 years turns
into $450,927.

RETURN, THE FORCE MULTIPLIER.
So far, all examples have used the same return assumption for the traditional IRA and
the Roth. Some commentators (present company included) think that Roth assets
can be invested more aggressively, since they are not required to be distributed
until 10 years after the death of the last spouse. Given a longer time horizon, volatility
reduction becomes less important than return, although it may increase discomfort.
Here is the difference of return on Roth dollars to age 100 (think IRA owner life ends at
age 90 and heirs leave the balance in the Roth for 10 years) for different rates of return:
INVESTING MORE AGGRESSIVELY PAYS OFF
16000%
14000%
12000%
10000%

BOTTOM LINE:
Roth IRAs are intuitively
good, but we can see
that the math clearly
shows a powerful
benefit to the Roth
conversion, due to
regulatory differences
and the enormous power
of compounding. My
suggestion is to convert
sooner rather than
later, as the expanded
time horizon allows
more time for assets to
compound. Also consider
investing the Roth IRA
more aggressively
than other assets. The
potential for increased
returns magnifies the
compounding affect,
thus creating the
opportunity to leave
a larger legacy. It’s a
good idea to consider
a Roth conversion for
your arsenal of planning
tools. If you want more
information, download
our free e-book on IRAs,
updated to 2020. As
always. I’ll try to answer
questions at llabrecque@
sequoia-fiancial.com.

6.0%
7.0%
8.0%

8000%
6000%
4000%
2000%
0%

35

45

55

65

75

An illustration of the affects of investing more aggressively with a Roth IRA at different rates of return.
Leon LaBrecque

Merely adding 2% by using a more aggressive allocation to get 8% versus 6%
quadruples the return to a 35-year-old. Because of the way compound interest
works, small changes in return multiply exponentially. For example, for a 65-yearold doing a Roth conversion of $50,000, getting 7% versus 6% (which may mean a
10% increased tilt to equities in asset allocation) would generate about $149,500
more funds to the heirs. Getting a 2% boost (perhaps increasing equity exposure by
20%) almost doubles the value of the Roth over 35 years, from about $384,000 at 6%
to about $739,000 at 8%. The power of compounding is not to be trifled with.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
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KNOWLEDGE HUB

A WEALTH OF
KNOWLEDGE.
Have you visited the MICPA’s new online Knowledge Hub yet? You will
find a variety of ebooks, whitepapers, and more informative resources
from industry innovators available for FREE download. The MICPA
Knowledge Hub is linked under the “Resources” tab of our homepage,
micpa.org, or can be accessed directly at micpaknowledgehub.com.
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THE FOLLOWING EXCERPT FROM “UNLOCKING THE SECRETS TO BOOSTING
ACCOUNTING PROFITS” BY ACCOUNTANTSWORLD IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE KIND
OF THOUGHT LEADERSHIP MATERIAL YOU CAN EXPECT TO FIND FREE ON THE MICPA
KNOWLEDGE HUB:
If I were to ask small business owners whether they enjoyed doing accounting work, I’m sure
fewer than 10% would raise their hands. I’d guess that if you were to poll your own clients, the
results wouldn’t be much different. You know from experience that the vast majority of small
businesses find accounting work to be a hassle.
Today, it’s more important than ever for small business owners to focus their attention on
sustaining and growing their businesses. And for most owners, managing accounting functions
is simply a distraction from what they need and love to do. Accounting is mostly seen as a
burden, and few small businesses use accounting tools proactively to better manage their
business finances.
Additionally, it’s often hard for small businesses to get competent accounting or bookkeeping
staff or help. And you know well what the consequences are for you and your clients. For one,
you spend a significant amount of your time fixing the bookkeeping errors that clients make.
Numerous surveys of accounting practices have rated this as one of the major challenges
accountants face.
Perhaps most alarmingly, your clients using DIY 		
(Do-It-Yourself) accounting systems limits your ability
to provide them with timely strategic insights based on
their financial situation. In this challenging economy, your
clients need the very best advice you can provide, but
their choice of software can be a serious impediment to
you being able to do so.
In short, the current situation creates pain for both you
and your clients.
CONTINUE READING “UNLOCKING THE SECRETS TO
BOOSTING ACCOUNTING PROFITS” TO FIND OUT HOW
THE RIGHT CLOUD-BASED PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM CAN NOT ONLY ELIMINATE THAT PAIN, BUT ALSO
OPENS UP NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO BETTER
SERVE YOUR CLIENTS. VISIT MICPAKNOWLEDGEHUB.
COM NOW TO DOWNLOAD THE EBOOK FOR FREE.

AccountantsWorld is a leading provider of cloud-based solutions
for accountants. We’ve made it easier than ever for accountants
to offer highly profitable payroll processing services, write-up,
Client Accounting Services, and virtual CFO services.

Need assistance with virtual learning? Visit micpa.org/concierge
| 248.267.3734
micpaknowledgehub.com
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THE GENIUS
OF A HIGH EI.
Last year, the business world underwent
drastic and unexpected change which
saw many organizations embracing
remote operations for the very first
time by necessity. With this shift in work
environment, emotional intelligence and
related success skills emerged as crucial
to leadership and business success as
employees contend with the effects of
the pandemic on both their personal
and professional lives.

Discover why experts are saying
emotional intelligence is the key to
effective leadership and thriving
teams with this guide’s feature
article. // page 6-7

